Résumé. -On obtient l'équation de Abstract. -The dispersion equation which defines the band energy spectrum of the transverse movement of the plane channelled charge particle is obtained in this work. The numerical solution of this equation is found using the real crystallographic plane potential. The population coefficients of the energy levels are calculated and quantum and classical solutions of the problem of particle channelling are compared.
1. Introduction. - The possibility of infrared photon formation under transitions between transverse energy levels of the channelled protons was at first mentioned by Tomson [1] . In references [2, 3] this process was considered for channelled electrons and for the optical range of the radiated photons. However, the interest in the problem of channelling radiation was largely stimulated by the works of Baryshevsky and Dubovskaya [4] and Kumakhov [5] where they at first showed that because of the Doppler effect ultrarelativistic electrons and positrons would radiate X-rays and photons in harder range. In reference [4] the quantum theory in which the channelling radiation was caused by transitions between energy zones of the transverse movement of the channelled particle was given and in reference [5] the channelled particle was considered as a radiating classical oscillator.
The radiation from the channelled particles was discovered by several experimental groups [6] [7] [8] and at present the quantitative theoretical description of the real radiation spectrum is a very actual problem. Such analysis is necessary to choose the optimal conditions for obtaining the intensive X-ray bunches so as to use the above-mentioned radiation for studying of crystal structures. In many works devoted to the theory of the channelling radiation (see, for example, reference [9] and cited works) the later was considered as a radiation under transitions between below-barrier isolated energy levels only. But in accordance with the accurate quantum theory described in references [10] [11] the quantitative description of the experimental spectrum can be obtained if all the possible transitions between energy zones both below-barrier and above-barrier are taken into consideration.
In the present work the quantum calculations of the electrons and positrons energy band spectrums and of the population coefficients are fulfilled for the case of plane channelling. The main results were briefly presented earlier [12] . Our calculations are based on the quasiclassical approximation. As was shown in references [13] [14] the correct utilization of this approximation enables account to be taken of effects of the below-barrier passage and the above-barrier reflection. Using this method we have built the simple and sufficiently accurate algorithm for the numerical calculation of the band spectrums and wave functions in the whole range of the transverse energy of the channelled particles. Our calculation method is most convenient when the total particle energy The analogous problem was independently investigated by Tulupov [ 15] . But the method of many-wave diffraction theory used in this work is not efficient for numerical calculation of the band spectrum in the case of sufficiently large total energy of the channelled particle and for calculation of high above-barrier zones whose population are essential if the angle dispersion of the particles in the real beams is taken into account. Therefore our results and the results represented in reference [15] are not covered in fact.
As will be shown further, our The total energy E and the wave function .p of the particle are connected with the transverse energy 8 and with the function 9(x) as follows where ax is the Dirac matrix; u(p) is the spinor describing a free particle with momentum p. The expressions (3) are fulfilled with accuracy -( V )/Eo.
Thus we come to the problem of building the energy band spectrum in the one-dimensional periodical potential. The general dispersion equation determining the energy spectrum can be found without any approximation [14] . Really, there are two linear independent solutions of the equation (1) The expressions (12) and (14) fail when the transversal movement energy is approximately equal to the barrier potential Vm. Therefore we shall obtain the formula which will apply when c -Vm and which reduces to (12) or (14) in the corresponding limit cases. For the case 8 &#x3E; Vm the analogous investigation was carried out in reference [ 17] in connection with another problem.
Near the barrier potential and the equation (1) As a result we obtain the dispersion equation in the following form which permits us to build the zone spectrum in the whole range of the transverse particle energy. Let us consider the limit cases when the solution of the equation (19) may be obtained analytically.
where EN(O) coincides with the energy of the discrete spectrum levels in the isolated potential pit and defines the value of allowed energy band is significantly less than the distance between bands.
In this case the energy spectrum consists of wide allowed energy bands and narrow forbidden energy bands.
The width of the forbidden energy band is expressed as follows and for s &#x3E;&#x3E; Vm we have
The exact solution of equation (19) for the Si crystal has been obtained numerically. The parameters of the considered problem have been defined by the conditions of the experiment [8] . The potential used as the interplane potential has been obtained in Moliere's approximation with averaging over the thermal vibrations [19] . In the case of positrons this potential can be written as and in the case of electrons the potential is expressed as follows
The definition of the potential parameters I/J a; yi; Pi; ti; Ul are given in reference [19] .
Using the optimal program permits us to build the whole energy spectrum with a precision of 1 jo both for electrons and for positrons in several minutes on a computer ES 1033.
As for example figure 1 shows the energy spectra of electrons and positrons which have the same total energy Eo = 28, 56 MeV and channel along the ( 1,1, 0) crystallographic plane in Si crystal.
3. The wave function normalization and the population coefficients of the energy levels. -According to formulae (4) and (7) Eo 0 &#x3E; OL sharply differ one from another. The artificial contrast of the radiation from the particle moved above the potential barrier and the radiation from the channelled particle arises under the classical consideration of this problem [20] . In fact from the quantum point of view both types of radiation have a mutual nature and are conditioned by the transitions between the energy bands of the particle transverse movement.
The formula (20) When the saddle point is in the neighbourhood of the barrier potential point or the potential minimum point, the expression (29) becomes invalid. However in the neighbourhood of these points the real potential is approximated by a parabola and in these energy ranges QnK is calculated using analytical solution of the Schrodinger equation (1) can be turned into the infinite integral as the integration in the neighbourhood of points x = 0 and x ~ d/2 brings the main contribution to this integral. As a result, the coefficients may be expressed over special functions but this expression is sufficiently complicated. Therefore we found the population coefficients by calculating the integral in (26) numerically. Figure 3 shows the behaviour of the population coefficients both for electrons and for positrons for monochromatic beams. In both these cases the behaviour of the population coefficients is essentially different and this fact must be accounted for in calculating the channelled particle radiation.
In In the above-barrier region where the width of a forbidden zone is exponentially small the dispersion equation (19) is simplified and the energy levels E 1 (n 1; K) are expressed from the « calibrating » spectrum 8(n ; x) as follows
The quasimomentum K and the value An are defined by following inequality In order to improve the accuracy of the correlation (36) one can use interpolating formula analogies (35).
And after all let us consider the essentially quantum region of the value E ~ Vm when the width of forbidden zone is compared with the width of allowed zone and the dispersion equation is sufficiently complicate. But it remains to take into account that in this region the potential V(x) coincides with parabola and the equation (19) does not change under the following transformation , , where the value As(n; x) was defined earlier.
The totality of the formulae (36)-(37) permits us to built a zone energy spectrum of channelled particle with an accuracy 2 % for different values of the total energy E &#x3E; 10 MeV and for different potential parameters if zone spectrums described in § 3 are used as « calibrating » spectrums.
And in conclusion of this paragraph we note that the considered method of the spectrum « scaling » may be used in the case of axis channelling and for channelled ions. Besides a zone spectrum « scaling » permits us to make the analytical transformation of radiation spectra from the channelled particles when the experimental conditions change. 5 . Conclusions. - The investigation carried out in our work shows that the use of the semiclassical approximation enables us to calculate all the characteristics of the channelled electrons and positrons in the whole range of the transverse movement energy.
The obtained results are significant for the quantitative calculation of the channelled particle radiation spectrum in the crystal. This problem will be considered separately.
